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Introduction
How to Sparkle at Maths Fun is a collection of games, practical
activities and fun worksheets designed to inspire and reinforce the teaching of
maths in the infant classroom.
The book is written to support children working at National Curriculum Key
Stage1 and Scottish National 5–14 Guidelines, levels A and B, and covers a
broad range of the work involved in these.
The sheets are ideal for use alongside a programme of classwork, or as
single sheets for individual activities. Alternatively they could be grouped for
activity booklets for the children to use independently. Several of the sheets,
especially the card games and jigsaws, would be best used enlarged and/or
photocopied onto card.
The book is based around the theme of jungle animals, with familiar
characters leading the children through their learning in three sections.
1. Practical activities (pages 5–21) The sheets in this section are highinterest, hands-on activities involving cut and stick, junk materials, modelling
dough etc.
2. Worksheets (pages 22–36) These sheets are work-alone activities which
require only coloured pencils as an extra resource.
3. Games (pages 37–46) The children work in pairs or groups for each of
these games. They will require dice, counters etc as specified on each page.
For ease of use the Contents page provides a breakdown of the main
teaching points covered by each sheet. The Further ideas page gives some
extra ideas for games and whole class activities.
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Jungle jigsaw
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Snappy picture line
Cut along the dotted lines.
Use the numbers to put the pictures in order.
You will find a snappy creature.

80

40

70

20

90

10

50
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Which animal?

stripes

fur
no stripes
Jungle
animals
legs
no fur

no legs



The jungle animals are
mixed up. Cut out the
four pictures below.
Follow the paths to find a home for each animal.
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